
Amea� Donair An� P�z� Men�
3450-99 Street, Edmonton I-T6E 5X5, Canada

+17804893499 - https://www.ameanrestaurant.com/

On this homepage, you can find the complete menu of Amean Donair And Pizza from Edmonton. Currently, there
are 15 courses and drinks available. For changing offers, please contact the owner of the restaurant directly.
You can also contact them through their website. What craig armstrong likes about Amean Donair And Pizza:
Usually stop by after princess auto shopping. I've had the assorted sub and pizza both are excellent. Had a

donair today and it was excellent I was starting to think I didn't like donairs anymore till today. read more. What
Maria Kamilli doesn't like about Amean Donair And Pizza:

I used to order from here a while back and the food was always excellent. I recently came back to Edmonton and
thought I would order some donairs. The Donairs are now very greasy, the meat is dry and the portions are

smaller.I recommend not coming here anymore I don’t know if this is because of the owner change but it is not
the same read more. Amean Donair And Pizza from Edmonton is popular for its delicious burgers, to which crispy

fries, salads and other sides are offered, For you, the dishes are normally prepared in a short time and fresh.
There's also delicious pizza, baked fresh using original methods, By availing of the catering service from

Amean Donair And Pizza in Edmonton, the meals can be obtained at home or at the celebration.
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Orienta� dishe�
FALAFEL

Mai� course�
TOPPINGS

Sid� dishe�
POUTINE

Starter� & Salad�
WINGS

Sauce�, Chutney� & �tra�
GRAVY

Savor� Side�
CHEESE CURDS

Sauce�
KNOBLAUCHSAUCE

�es� t�e� of dishe� ar�
bein� serve�
PIZZA

BURGER

Ingredient� Use�
GARLIC

CHICKEN

CHEESE

MEAT

BEEF

ONIONS
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Opening Hours:
Monday 10:00 -23:00
Tuesday 10:00 -23:00
Wednesday 10:00 -23:00
Thursday 10:00 -23:00
Friday 10:00 -01:00
Saturday 10:00 -01:00
Sunday 12:00 -20:00
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